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MOTOR GUARD CORPORATION

SIX BLOCK ASSORTMENT - MODEL AP-2

MOTOR GUARD
ULTIMATE SANDING BLOCK COLLECTION

N E W  F R O M  M O T O R  G U A R D

From Pulling to Painting, Motor Guard Corporation has a product for all of your autobody repair and refinishing needs.

Motor Guard Corporation is pleased
to introduce a collection of the ultimate
sanding blocks in an attention grabbing
pop-up counter display – The AP-2
Sanding Block Assortment.

With a quality block for every applica-
tion, from fast cutting to color sanding,
the AP-2 assortment is the one-stop 
finishing solution.

The Soft Block® (SB-1) features two 
different densities for the ultimate 
sanding of curved or irregular surfaces
while the Block Buster® (HT-1), with 
its unique hole side, provides for 
aggressive hard block sanding.

The Memory Block® (MB-1) offers
another double-sided block with a dense
“memory” foam that conforms to 
irregular surfaces with little pressure.
For maximum gripping power on the
toughest applications, the Wonder
Block® (WB-1) is ideal on flat or slightly
curved surfaces.

The Rocker Block® (RK-1) and the Roller Block® (RL-1) both feature a soft and pliable outer layer for superior
finish and a non-slip grip of abrasive sheets plus a rigid inner layer to prevent the transfer of finger marks.
The Rocker Block fits a standard 6” PSA disc for dry sanding while the Roller Block uses a folded sheet and is
the ultimate wet sanding block.

Users of these unique blocks report reduced paint prep times, lower material costs and
increased paint department productivity.

AP-2 Sanding Block Assortment
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Users of these unique Sanding Blocks report reduced paint prep times, reduced
material consumption and increased paint department productivity.

MAGNA MEMORY BLOCK®    MB-1
This unique, Quality US manufactured block offers sanding solutions to challenging and difficult
applications. The soft side utilizes a dense material with a unique “memory” feature, reducing 
pressure when in contact with irregular surfaces. The other side is a hard strip of vinyl for PSA
papers, offering extreme curving power for complex character lines.

MAGNA SOFT BLOCK® SB-1
These unique, double-density blocks act as two blocks in one, achieving the ultimate in block
sanding of curved or irregular surfaces. These blocks require no adhesives - paper sticks like glue.
The dense side provides for aggressive blocking while the soft side is for fine color sanding.

MAGNA ROCKER BLOCK® RK-1
For all jobs from rough sanding filler to final finish sanding, this block utilizes a standard 6" PSA
sanding disc. The unique and innovative shape features a radius edge for contour sanding 
with one hand or both. The multi-layer design eliminates the transfer of finger marks. “Wrap it 
and Rock.”

MAGNA BLOCK BUSTER®® HT-1
The Holey Terror - These unique, rugged semi-rigid, versatile sanding blocks are designed for
flat to medium curved surfaces. The strategic hole pattern side provides multiple cutting edges,
creating a 30% faster cutting surface, gripping the sandpaper, wet or dry. The back side provides
rigidity and a comfortable, easy to hold surface.

MAGNA
ULTIMATE SANDING BLOCK COLLECTION

F R O M  M O T O R  G U A R D

MAGNA ROLLER BLOCK® RL-1
This unique block is specifically designed for wet sanding applications. It utilizes a 5-1/2"x9" 
abrasive sheet folded into thirds and the exclusive rounded sides lift the edges of the sheet away
from the work, eliminating sanding defects. The multi-layer design eliminates the transfer of finger
marks. “Wrap it and Roll”.

MAGNA WONDER BLOCK® WB-1
This unique, quality US manufactured product is a rugged, ergonomically designed block for 
maximum gripping power over flat to slightly curved surfaces. Designed for use with all types of
sanding paper, wet or dry. Recessed finger grip area allows a comfortable yet firm grip for 
maximum efficiency in the sanding process. The flat semi-rigid surface is ideal for the 
toughest applications.


